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WiGipedia: Motivation 

What is wrong with data spread across multiple Wiki articles? 



WiGipedia: Motivation 

Inconsistencies across structured data in Wikipedia 



WiGipedia: Motivation 

Decline in Wiki editing 
(since 2006) 

 

– Increasingly complex security 
policies 

 

– Saturation of simpler articles 

 

– Wiki markup is too complicated 
for the average user 

 

 

 

                                           

                                              (Andrew Lih, Wikimedia Foundation) 



WiGipedia: Motivation 

Semantic Links 
 Encourage people to create new semantic links in Wikipedia 
 Ensure the links are consistent across existing data 
 

Visual Wikipedia Editing 
 Provide visual editing as an  
 alternative to the wiki markup 
 (for  structured data) 
 

Context 
 Provide context to  
  - single wiki article  
  - set of wiki articles 



   Wikipedia                 DBpedia                WiGipedia 
          structured data                          structured semantic data (RDF)                          visual interface 

(infoboxes, categories, etc.)                    allows SQL-like querying                     near single-click Wiki edits 

(closing the loop) 



Demo 

Live demo 
http://wigipedia-online.com 



How to generate a seed node set? 



How to display the data? 



How to label a new link? 

? 



How to label a new link? 

Recommendation sources 
 Graph 
 
 
 DBpedia 

 
 
 
 

 
 Wikipedia Templates 
 

Ranking 

David Beckham England 

 x 
      y                   z 
 



User Study 

25 participants Tasks: 
Pick a few related articles 

Look at how they are related 

Edit the links as you see fit: 

• Through WiGipedia 

• Through Wikipedia 

Create a new link and label it 

Use either graph or table or both 



User Study 



    User Study: Graph vs. Table 

“It is more satisfying to connect things 
like a web. I could see myself building 
it, creating something, making the 
connection.” 

“The table was more efficient and 
intuitive. It let me look at and 
compare things side by side.” 



WiGipedia: Limitations 

Works with Structured Wikipedia Data Only 
 Infoboxes and categories, but not text 

 

 

Automating Wikipedia Edits 
 Not always straightforward 

 

 

Reliance on 3rd Party Data Providers 
 Correctness of DBpedia crawling & parsing 

 SPARQL access point speed (generating a graph may take a minute) 



WiGipedia: Contributions 

Provides Context 
 Single article: Relevant contextual information per article 

 Multiple articles: Reveals connections between multiple articles 

Reduces Incompleteness 
 Mechanism to detect and create missing links 

Increases Consistency 
 Promotes consistency and accuracy of structured data spread across 

multiple articles 

Facilitates Editing 
 Provides visual editing as an alternative to the Wikipedia markup language 



Live demo 

http://wigipedia-online.com 

 

Underlying visualization framework 

http://wigis.net 
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